SISIS AUTO-CUTTER AND TURFMAN ref CUT/12

Showing range of ground management implements (Patent granted or pending home and abroad.)

SISIS Equipment (Macclesfield) Ltd. have introduced a new combined turf cutter and ground management outfit called the Auto-Cutter and Turfman.

The machine has been designed for the sports clubs and local authorities requiring a low priced turf cutting machine that can be utilised for other turf management duties throughout the year.

The Auto-Cutter is powered by a 5 h.p., 4 stroke petrol engine and transmission is by vee belt and roller chains to four studded tread, pneumatic tyred wheels. These wheels provide a very large surface contact area to minimise wheel skid on fine turf. The low centre of gravity and careful weight distribution ensures stability when working on slopes and minimises operator fatigue.

The design incorporates a rigid, horizontal blade located behind two power driven discs set 12 ins. apart. The cutting depth is controlled by a simple lever mechanism and can be adjusted up to 2 ins. Turf can be cut at a speed of approx. 90ft. per minute (600 sq. yds. per hour).

A unique feature of the Auto-Cutter is its ability to operate standard Sisis Turfman implements. This provides all-season use for the machine for turf maintenance and for surfacing operations on hard porous pitches and running tracks.

The Auto-Cutter is £285 ex works, Turfman implements extra.

New SISIS Brochures are available from SISIS (Macclesfield) Limited on request. These take a new form and are well illustrated and catalogued.